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Figures

0.1 Constantine Cavafy’s (1863–1933) poetry revives Greek history in his contemporary cosmopolitan setting. The etching is by artist Yannis Kephallinos (1884–1957)

6.1 Eleftherios Venizelos (1864–1936), reformer and statesman

8.1 On October 28, 1940, following an Italian ultimatum, Greece refused to concede to Fascist occupation. The victory of the Greek forces against Mussolini’s legions inspired the victims of Axis aggression in the darkest hour of Europe. Punch magazine celebrated Greek defiance with this cartoon

10.1 President Charles De Gaulle of France met with Greek Prime Minister Constantine Karamanlis in Athens, on May 16, 1963. The visit was part of an effort to divert Greece’s exclusive relationship with the NATO powers

12.1 Andreas Papandreou: “To tell you the truth I prefer Swiss Socialism.” “But the Swiss don’t have Socialism!!” A.P. “So much the better.” The cartoon by Yannis Ioannou is part of his collection O trypios dromos (The Road Full of Holes), Athens, Kastaniotis, 1986, p. 30

12.2 The 2003 European Union summit in Athens. Greek Prime Minister, Costas Simitis, in the middle of the first row, brought Greece into the Economic and Monetary Union in 2002
Map

1. This map demarks the consecutive territorial enlargements of Greece, including the Greek mandate in Izmir (1919–22)
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INTRODUCTION

Nation-states are still considered the primary actors of international politics. Their origins vary widely. Some were born out of revolutions, others out of major wars and the collapse of empires, the more fortunate being the products of colonial fatigue. What do we know of the heritage, the birth pangs, and the social history of most nation-states?

Nation-states can be divided into those with fairly recent cultural idiosyncrasies and those that look for their origins in the distant past. Some are homogeneous in cultural terms, as are Greece and Portugal, others are multiethnic entities such as the USA or the former USSR. Even the latter however share a common political credo, be it Lockean Liberalism or Marxism-Leninism. Some were blessed with a peaceful social history, others suffered violent divisions, especially in the twentieth century.

Greece’s state-building began with a war of independence in 1821 and continued along the lines of its Western prototypes – the twentieth-century French administration, the German legal system, and British parliamentary practices. Greek society suffered two violent divisions during the twentieth century that left deep marks on its cohesion. More importantly the social nexus is permeated by extreme familism that defies the formation of an accomplished civil society.

In writing this work we thought it should contain the perspective we have gained from years of research into Greek sources of political and social history, rather than the views of George Finlay and William Miller, both British scholars who wrote important works on their favorite subject. Their conclusions on modern Greece recur in most of the nineteenth- and twentieth-century histories in English.

There are certain recurring themes in modern Greek history that the reader will find dispersed in our text: state-building, nationalism,